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•CEs,t is the collection efficiency of species s (unitless) at time t

Collection Efficiency (CE)

Acidity      CE  
NH4NO3 MassFrac CE 
Rel Humidity   CE  

Crosier et al, 
Bates et al
Matthews et al
Middlebrook et al

When to determine your CE?  At the very end!
AFTER you have performed ALL the other quantification checks! AB,  
Frag table, flow rate corrections….. Etc

Caveat: CDCE formula appropriate for ‘regular’ ambient measurements.

} Composition Dependent 
Collection Efficiency - CDCE



Collection Efficiency (CE)

Squirrel allows one to have different CEs for 
different species (rows in the table).  

THIS IS NOT RECOMMENDED!



CDCE Panel



ANMF    CE

CDCE Algorithm
Is NH4 < minimum NH4 level set by user? ( ~NH4 detection limit)

yes no

Use user default CE

Use Acidity values

Is particle acidic? (meas/predict NH4 <.75)

Use ANMF values

First determine the CE without considering relative humidity

If a relative humidity correction is considered, adjust for ‘wetness’ using the relative humidity
Is Relative Humidity > 80%?

Adjust CE with RH Use previously calculated CE

Acidity   CE

RH CE

yes no

yes no

After all calculations are done a linear interpolation between nan points is performed.
The result is root:CE_fphase. Waves used in calculations are stored in root:CE. 



CDCE Panel Steps
0. Finalize your NH4 RIE

1. Choose todo wave, generate time series waves
(final calcs will be interpolated to all times)

2. Set min NH4 level
When NH4 < this level CDCE will the be default CE

3. Choose smooth the data (or not, most do not smooth)

4. Set default CE

5. Choose to include relative humidity (or not)

6. Calculate CDCE; examine results in panel graphs

7. Choose whether to use this CE (or not)



Composition Dependent Collection 
Efficiency Usage

Step 7. (Opt.) Enter CE_fphase in Batch table.

root:frag:CEWave_list = "CE_fphase"



CDCE  Closing Thoughts

• Middlebrook et al formulation for ambient data only

• Code will generate a CDCE wave CE_fphase in the root folder 

- It will NOT be automatically applied; user must enter 

appropriate wave into the batch table

• Use of external traces can provide insight and should be used

• The CE is not the ‘dumping ground’ of unknown variability

• Identical algorithm, very similar panel for HR data

- HR NH4 data much more precise, so HR CDCE more precise
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